
Applied Statistics 
Testing random Number

“Statistics is merely a quantisation of common sense”

Troels C. Petersen (NBI)
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Random numbers
“Anyone who considers arithmetical methods of producing random 
digits is, of course, in a state of sin.”                    [John Von Neumann]
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PHP rand() on Microsoft WindowsRANDOM.ORG



The build-in random number generators are sometimes not optimal!
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T. Kittelmann, master thesis (2002)

Mersenne Twister C++ build in

Random 
numbers



Random numbers
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“Most studies find that human 
subjects have some degree of non 
randomness when attempting to 
produce a random sequence of e.g. 
digits.”

[Wikipedia, On random numbers produced by humans]
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Testing random numbers
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In contrast to popular believe, there are ways of testing random numbers. 
But it is not easy! A recommended list (Louis Foley, Random.org, 2001) is:

• A chi-square test
• A test of runs above and below the median
• A reverse arrangements test
• An overlapping sums test
• A binary rank test for 32×32 matrices



Binary Rank Test
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A binary rank test for 31×31 matrices:

The leftmost 31 bits of 31 random integers from the test sequence are used to form 
a 31x31 binary matrix over the field {0,1}.

The rank is then determined. That rank can be from 0 to 31, but ranks< 28 are rare, 
and their counts are pooled with those for rank 28.

Ranks are found for 40,000 such random matrices and a chi-square test is 
performed on counts for ranks 31,30,29 and <=28.

I.e. given that this distribution is known for truly random numbers, you can see if 
the distribution of ranks is the same!

DieHard tests

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diehard_tests


More tests for randomness
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What to use for random seed?
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”Randomisation is too important to be left to chance.” [ J. D. Petruccelli] 



NSA and Dual_EC_DRBG
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Cryptography is based on random numbers. One of the four accepted 
random number generators (RNG) used for cryptography was 
Dual_EC_DRBG.

Several academics point out, that Dual_EC_DRBG was a very poor and 
possibly “back-doored” pseudorandom number generator! Nevertheless, 
one of the large cryptography companies in the US, RSA Security, 
continued using it.

In 2013, Edward Snowden published papers that showed, that the NSA 
had put a backdoor in the Dual_EC_DRBG algorithm! The lack of perfect 
randomness allowed NSA to break the encryption.

Outputs of multiple independent RNGs can be combined (for example, 
using a bit-wise XOR operation) to provide a combined RNG at least as 
good as the best RNG used. This is referred to as software whitening.



Solutions for exercise
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Solution to exercise
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A: data_RandomDigits2022_ObviouslyNonRandom.txt
     Series of length 11 7 tables, shifted randomly (mod 10).

B: data_RandomDigits2022_TrulyRandom.txt

C: data_RandomDigits2022_DigitsOfPi.txt

D: data_RandomDigits2022_100WithShift.txt
     The same 100 random digits with a random shift (mod 10).

E: data_RandomDigits2022_Every11thNonRandom.txt
     Random digits with every 11th being the previous +2 (mod 10).

F: data_RandomDigits2022_FromStudents.txt

G: data_RandomDigits2022_IceCubeData.txt
     The 3rd decimal of a (random) column of data from IceCube.


